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What will we be talking about
Why have we never heard of a quantum system that behave  
like a fluid ? 

Do they exist? what are they? 

Are they interesting? 

What do we learn about these fluid from theory side ?  
and what can be experimentally verified?  

disclaimer: I am a theoretical physicist, very theoretical. None of these are my work especially the 
experiments.  But I will try my best to sneak advertisement for my own work in the afternoon.
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What is hydrodynamics
Some Navier-Stoke equation(s?) that somehow described a lot of 
things in the universe 
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But what is hydrodynamics, really?
Navier-Stoke equation is, in fact, conservation of number of constitute 
particles, energy and momentum in disguise. 

Effective theory for MANY particles at long-distance physics and  at late 
time , much much longer than the mean free path of the system   

Schematically, we expand energy and momentum for small Knudsen 
number                

Require little knowledge about microscopic constitution  
(i.e. only equation of state and a few parameters usually called viscosities)
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What does not behave like hydrodynamics
A lot of things. But for now, anything quantum you can imagine. 

Electrons in (normal) metal  
- microscopic: strongly interacting electrons  
- macroscopic: electric force screened out.  
Weakly interacted “quasi-particle”,  
behave roughly like billiard balls.  

Directly link to Quantum field theory: Dirac action/Hamiltonian.  

Traditionally, we tends to study single quanta of things in a very small 
length scale/ very short time. Basically, completely opposite to 
hydrodynamics’ regime of validity. 
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Wilsonian point of view on  
how the theory of metal works.

Physics of metal at different length scales  
 
 
 

But what if  
- There is no screening 
- Sign problem cannot be avoided 

In fact, forget about electrons, even for a strongly interacting vector boson, this 
is infamously difficult. You will get $1M (or 2) if you can solve it  

We just simply know very little how to do with strongly interacting quantum 
systems.  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What will we be talking about
Why have we never heard of a quantum system that behave  
like a fluid ? - Because it is hard. 

Do they exist? what are they?  
- Yes! Graphen, PdCoO2 maybe even cuprate! 

Are they interesting? 

What do we learn about these fluid from theory side ?  
and what can be experimentally verified?  

disclaimer: I am a theoretical physicist, very theoretical. None of these are my work especially the 
experiments.  But I will try my best to sneak advertisement for my own work in the afternoon.
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Strange metal - mysterious linear resistivity
Almost every metal can be described by Landau Fermi Liquid theory 
- strongly constrain forms of the response function 
                                                - For normal metal, LFL predict that
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But LFL doesn’t seem to work in 
these materials 

More prominently, these “strange 
metal” are right above the dome of 
high Tc superconductor 

So what is going on?



So LFL doesn’t work. Then what
It is actually not easy to get around LFL. It is scarily robust: 
Usually, when things doesn’t work  
 

But it does not work here. None of the small perturbation can affect 
this        dependence (except BCS instability)  

Caveat: Hertz-Millis theory (but won’t work on things which are 
effectively 2+1 dimensions) 

But Polchinski-Shankar theorem can be evaded if the perturbation is 
no longer small 9
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Problem with strong interaction  
(in an overly simplified way)

The reason we can work our way with QFT is because we can do 
this integral                         which usually how partition function  
                                           in path integral formalism would be like 

If the integral is a bit different from that one, we do this 
 

But this perturbation approach is not doable when the interaction is 
strong. 
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Same problem in QCD
In the physics of quark and gluon, the interaction of quark and gluon 
are plagued with the very problem.  

Some quantities require us to compute exponential number of 
Feynman diagrams. Many diagrams corresponds to different 
phenomena 

Mass gap problem ($1M problem) 

Lattice simulation available in some setup. But seriously, we just 
don’t understand how to deal with QFT when the interaction is not 
weak. 

For CMT system, it is even worse, we don’t have lattice simulation 
due to sign problem. 11



Here is where hydrodynamics came in
Despite now being able to compute from microscopic theory, we do 
know what are these systems looks like. 

After long time, at long wavelength, when the interaction between 
things is strong, we will get hydrodynamics 

It is an effective theory, so it won’t solve every problem but certainly 
simplify things  
 
 
 
Transport phenomena are still constrained into fluid structure, but 
can be very different from LFL
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Quantum fluid in nature #1: Quark-Gluon plasma

In heavy ion collision experiments, we find some bizarre object with 
extremely strong interaction between quark and gluon 

Elliptic flow : Hydrodynamics capture the phenomena very well
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#2 Very clean Graphene & PdCoO2
Due to the Dirac cone structure, no screening in CLEAN graphene. 
(TSL happens due to spatial dependence chemical potential on the substrate.) 
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#2 Very clean graphene - contd.
Viscous backflow in doped graphene
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Bandurin + 11 authors Science ’16
Crossno + 11 authors Science ’16



#2 Very clean PdCoO2

Width dependence of the flow  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Moll, Kushwaha, Nandi, Schmidt, Mackenzie - Science ’16 



#3 Nernst Effect at quantum critical point
There exist a regime where there is no well-define “particle-like 
excitation”  

No mutual degree of freedom: neither vortex in SF or particle/hole in 
MI phase. All length scale diverges. 

Weird fan shape. Neither fluid nor insulator. Only relevant scale is T
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Nernst effect in Cuprate?
Turns out it is perfect for hydrodynamics
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To sum up, quantum fluid seem to exist
Allow us to explain some phenomena, inaccessible from 
conventional quantum field theory.  

It is still the effective theory, so obviously won’t solve all problem. 

But it gives us new perspective and…  

Perhaps we can reduce our problems to, hopefully, a simpler one. 
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Supersymmetric gauge theories
Computing equation of state at strong coupling is still hard.  

Computing transport coefficient is harder.  

Derive hydrodynamics theory seems unlikely in the near future… 

So we cheat
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Maldacena ’97 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Results from many SUSY gauge theories
Those with gravity dual behave like a fluid 

Not only a fluid but almost perfect fluid - lowest possible viscosity

Policastro, Son & Starinets ’02 
Bhattacharyya, Hubeny, Minwalla & Rangamani ’07

⌘/s = ~/(4⇡kB) ⇡ 6.08⇥ 10�13K s Kovtun, Son & Starinets PRL ’04 

Buchel, Liu & Starinets ’04 ; 

Jeon ’94;  Jeon & Yaffe ’95;  
Arnold, Moore & Yaffe ’00 Adams, Carr, Schafer, Steinberg & Thomas ’12 



What will we be talking about
Why have we never heard of a quantum system that behave  
like a fluid ? - Because it is hard. 

Do they exist? what are they?  
- Yes! Graphen, PdCoO2 maybe even cuprate! 

Are they interesting? - I hope I convince you that it is. 

What do we learn about these fluid from theory side ?  
and what can be experimentally verified? - Number of things. 
But for starter: Hydrodynamics behaviour, viscosity bound 
at strong coupling, thermalisation etc. 
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Thank you for your attention



More backflow
High magnetic field on cuprate (~33 T @Nijmegen, ~45 T @Florida) 

More backflow 

23Banks, Donos, Gauntlett, Griffin & Melgar ’16 

Levitov & Falkovich ’15  



(violation of) Wiedemann-Franz Law 
If the theory has a quasi-particle description, one gets
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